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ABSTRACT
When there is a mismatch between training and testing conditions,
statistical speech recognition algorithms suffer from severe degradation in recognition accuracy. The mismatch could be due to the
interference from acoustical environments where systems are actually used or from speakers themselves. In this paper, a neural network based transformation approach is studied to handle the data
distribution mismatches between training and testing conditions.
The conditional probability that comes from hidden Markov model
(HMM) based recognizers is used for the objective function of a
neural network. It maximizes the likelihood of the data from a testing environment, and allows global optimization of the network
when used with HMM-based recognizers. The new objective function can be used to transform speech feature vectors, or the mean
vectors and covariance matrices of a recognizer. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on a noisy distant-talking version of the Resource Management database.
1. INTRODUCTION
When there is convolutional and additive noise in a testing environment, the observed feature value, x(f ) , in a linear frequency domain is
x(f ) = a(f ) x(f ) + b(f ) ;
(1)
(f )
where a and b(f ) are some constants, and x(f ) is the corresponding clean speech feature value, and f represents a frequency bin.
This relation becomes non-linear in logarithm domain (e.g., cepstrum domain) as follow;


log x(f ) = log a(f ) x(f ) + b(f )
(2)







= log a(f ) + log x(f ) +

bf
a(f )
( )



(3)

= log a(f ) + log c(f ) log x(f ) :
(4)
The additive term inside the logarithm, b(f )=a(f ) , is not equivalent to some multiplicative term, log c(f ) , outside the logarithm.
Since a neural network, especially multi-layer perceptron (MLP),
is known to be able to approximate any function [4][5], it can be
used to establish the non-linear relation between clean speech and
degraded speech in cepstrum domain [11]. In this paper, a neural network is applied to the parameter adaptation of HMM-based
recognizers. The conditional probability of adaptation data for a
given recognizer is used for an objective function of a neural network [10][13]. Since the likelihood of the data is maximized by
the neural network, it is called maximum likelihood neural network
(MLNN). The advantages of neural network based transformation
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methods are as follows. It avoids retraining of a speech recognizer, which is an expensive task in terms of training data collection
and computation time. By using a neural network, the adaptation
process requires a small amount of adaptation data. Without any
knowledge about the distortion in an environment, it automatically
learns the mapping function between training and testing environments from examples. It can handle ambient noise, reverberation,
channel mismatches, and their combinations [9].
Neural networks have been used in conjunction with speech
recognizers in various ways for robust speech recognition. Tamura
and Waibel [8] are one of the first to use neural networks to reduce noise in noisy speech signals. Bengio et al. [1], Biem et
al. [2], and Rahim et al. [6] used neural networks as front-end for
HMM-based speech recognizers for feature transformation. Previously [10][13], the MLNN is used for mean vector transformation.
In this paper, it is extended to variance transformation and unsupervised speaker adaptation. In Section 2, the motivation behind the
MLNN is described. In Section 3 and 4, it is applied to the transformation of mean vectors and covariance matrices to best match
the testing environment. The experimental results are analyzed in
Section 6.
2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD NEURAL NETWORK
The error criterion of neural networks is traditionally represented
by a mean squared error (MSE) [7]. The feature transformation
neural network [11], which transforms distorted feature vectors to
the corresponding clean speech vectors, is trained to minimize the
mean squared error E ,

E = 12

X

(x , x )2 ;
i

i

(5)

i

which is the summation of the squared difference between the i-th
dimension target value, xi (i.e., clean speech), and the corresponding network output, xi (i.e., approximated clean speech). On the
other hand, continuous speech recognition is accomplished by finding the word sequence, U , which gives the highest probability for
the given feature vector sequence X ;
U = arg max P (U X )
(6)
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where P (X U ) is the acoustic score of the vector sequence X for
the given word sequence U , P (U ) is the score for the word sequence, which is usually computed independently using a stochastic language model. The likelihood P (X U ) is the only term in
equation (8), which can be affected by a feature or model transformation. The acoustic score of a word sequence is the product of

j

each individual word acoustic score. In continuous speech recognition, the likelihood of the best word sequence is usually approximated by the likelihood of the best state sequence using a Viterbi
algorithm [12];
X

P (X jU ) =

P (X;S jU )

(9)
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where h is the output of j -th hidden node for the p-th PDF.
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tion (18) and (20) are plugged into equation (17) to complete the
weight update rule for mean transformation MLNN. The first term
of equation (18) and (20) can be rewritten as follows for a diagonal
covariance matrix case;

@ ln P (xjs) = P (xjs;p) m , x :
@m
P (xjs) v
s;p;i
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(21)

s;p;i

The amount of the weight change is then proportional to how
important the PDF is, i.e., P (x s;p)=P (x s), at current iteration, and how far the current mean is from the observation, i.e.,
(ms;p;i xi )=vs;p;i , in Mahalanobis distance space.
It can be considered that there is a separate network for each
PDF, and their weights are shared among them. This is mathematically equivalent to feeding the mean vector of each PDF sequentially and update the weight according to the accumulated weight
change. The mean transformation MLNN can be used where the
inverse function may not be physically realizable or where the network can not be well-trained with a limited amount of data.
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where  is an input to the sigmoid function of the i-th neuron for
the p-th PDF. Note that  is dependenton p because each mean vector of the state s is provided to the network sequentially, producing
a different  value for each PDF. The weight update rule for a hidden layer can be derived by first expressing the likelihood P (xjs)
in terms of hidden layer’s weight, w , then differentiating it with

p

(13)

where cs;p is the p-th distribution weight, and ms;p;i and vs;p;i are
the i-th dimension mean and variance, respectively, in the p-th distribution of state s. Minimizing the mean squared error in equation (5) does not necessarily means maximizing the likelihood in
equation (13).
One way to increase the likelihood in equation (13) is to train
a feature transformation neural network to maximize the likelihood [10][13]. The probability density function of equation (13)
can be directly used as an objective function of the neural network. Using the modified version of the error back-propagation
(EBP) algorithm [7], the weights of the network, w, are updated
at each training iteration to increase the conditional probability of
each state;
w
w + w
(15)
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where S  is all the possible state sequences for the given utterance
U , P (X; S U ) is the acoustic score of X , coming from the state
sequence S , for the given utterance U . Equation (12) is a result of
the first-order dependencyof an HMM; i.e., a current score depends
on only one previous state. P (s s_) is the state transition probability
from the state s_ to the state s, where s_ is the predecessorof the state
s in the state sequence S . Assuming that the state transition probabilities are not changing, the feature or model transformation affects only P (x s), which is the likelihood of the observation vector
x given the state s. P (x s) is usually represented using a mixture
of Gaussian distributions with diagonal covariances;

j

clean speech. Instead, it transforms clean speech mean vectors to
the corresponding distorted speech mean vectors to approximate
matched training and testing conditions. The conditional probability, P (x s), can be used for the mean transformation as well as the
feature transformation. For mean transformation, the observation
xi is fixed, and the mean ms;p;i becomes a variable (i.e., input and
output of the neural network). For an output layer’s weight update
rule, the logarithm of equation (13) is differentiated with respect to
the output neuron’s weight wi;j ;

S

This type of network may suffer from trainability problem [9]; i.e.
it may not learn an extremely complex inverse function using only a
limited amount of training data. In this paper, the conditional probability is used to transform the parameters of a speech recognizer
instead of speech feature vectors. The HMM-base speech recognizers that use mixture Gaussian distributions have three types of
parameters; state transition probabilities (including weights of the
PDF’s in a mixture distribution), mean vectors, and covariance matrices. In the next sections, the MLNN is applied to mean and variance transformations.
3. MEAN TRANSFORMATION MLNN
A model transformation may be an easier function than a feature
transformation because it does not invert distorted speech back to

4. VARIANCE TRANSFORMATION MLNN
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The conditional probability, P (x s), can also be applied to a variance transformation. Following the same procedure as in the mean
transformation case, the weight update rule can be derived for the
output layer’s weights as follows;
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and for the hidden layer’s weights;
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where the first term of equation (22) and (24) becomes as follows
for the diagonal covariance case;

@ ln P (xjs) = P (xjs;p) ((x , m )2 , v ); (25)
@v
P (xjs)
v2
. Equation (22) and (24) are
Note that the variable is now v
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substituted into equation (17) for the weight update rule of variance transformation MLNN. Even though one neural network can
be used to transform both mean and variance, separate neural network is used for each transformation in this paper. The variance
transformation is done after mean vectors are transformed.
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Figure 2: Empirical & transformed distribution of clean speech sound “g”.

MLNN is applied after the mean transformation MLNN. In this example, the variance becomes smaller, producing sharper distribution for the sound “g”. Figure 3 is a noisy distant-talking speech
distribution of the same sound. Figure 3 (a) is before the CMN and
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Figure 1: Combination of feature transformation and model transformation neural networks.
to train the feature transformation network can also be used to compute the Viterbi path for the model transformation MLNN.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithms have been evaluated on a noisy distanttalking version of Resource Management database [9]. The SNR
of this database is about 20dB, and the distance from a microphone
and a speaker is about 5.4–5.8 meters. Figure 2 shows the empirical and transformed distributions of a sound “g”. The distributions
are plotted using a middle state of a triphone model of which base
phone is “g”. Only the first dimension of mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) is shown in the figure. Figure 2 (a) is a clean
speech distribution. Figure 2 (b) is for the same sound after the cepstral mean normalization (CMN). It can be seen that the mean of
the distribution is shifted. Figure 2 (c) and (d) are the transformed
distributions by the mean transformation MLNN and the variance
transformation MLNN, respectively. The variance transformation

Cepstral value

Figure 3: Distributions of noisy distant-talking sound “g”.
Figure 3 (b) is after the CMN. Figure 3 (c) is the result of several
iterations of the Baum-Welch reestimation algorithm starting from
Figure 3 (b). It can be observed in these figures that the original
clean speech distribution, Figure 2 (b), is successfully converted to
Figure 2 (d) which looks more similar to the noisy distant-talking
speech distribution, Figure 3 (c).
Figure 4 shows the example of transformed distributions by
the hybrid neural networks. The distorted speech, Figure 3 (c), is
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When model parameters are adapted to match the current adverse
environment, it suffers from a lower performance upper bound than
feature adaptation approaches. When only a limited amount of data
is available, the feature transformation MLNN fails because it may
not learn complex inverse function from a small amount of examples [9]. In order to overcome this difficulty as well as the anomaly
of mean squared error criterion described in Section 2, a hybrid approach is proposed, which is the combination of the feature transformation neural network that uses stereophonically collected data
and the model transformation MLNN. Figure 1 shows the combination of these two types of neural networks. The stereo data used

Cepstral value

Figure 4: Transformed distributions by the hybrid neural networks.
transformed to an intermediate distribution (Figure 3 (d)) by the
feature transformation network that uses stereo data (the first network in Figure 1). This intermediate distribution is to approximate
the clean speech distribution, Figure 3 (a). Then, the statistics of
a speech recognizer is transformed to match this distribution. Figure 4 (a) is the result of mean transformation, and Figure 4 (b) is
the result of mean and variance transformation. It can be seen that
the final output of the hybrid model transformation, Figure 4 (b),
and the output of feature transformation, Figure 3 (d), are quite
matched. These distributions are more similar to the original clean
speech distribution, Figure 2 (a), than Figure 2 (d) or Figure 3 (c).
Table 1 compares the word recognition accuracy of various
adaptation approaches. Except in the retraining case, a clean
speech recognizer is used for testing, and 5 minutes of data is used
for adaptation. The feature transformation neural network using
stereo data and MSE as its objective function boosts the performance from 23.7% to 64.3%. The feature transformation MLNN
(45.8%) does not work better than the ones that make use of stereo
data. However, the mean transformation MLNN (63.7%) is quite
comparable. The variance transformation on top of the mean transformation further improves the recognition accuracy to 77.4%. The
tandem use of MSE network and MLNN improves the word recognition accuracy to 73.0% for mean transformation, and to 78.7%

condition
clean (matched)
distorted (matched)
distorted (mismatched)
CMN
MLLR
MSENN
MLNNF
MLNNM
MLNNM &V
MSENN+MLLR
MSENN+MLNNF
MSENN+MLNNM
MSENN+MLNNM &V
MSENN+MLNNM &V +U S

accuracy (%)
94.5
79.0
8.1
23.7
62.8
64.3
45.8
63.7
77.4
71.9
50.1
73.0
78.7
83.2

Table 1: Word recognition accuracies (%) of various adaptation schemes.
“clean” is for clean speech training and testing. “distorted (matched)”
is for noisy speech training and testing. “distorted (mismatched)” is for
clean speech training and noisy speech testing. The rest are using clean
speech recognizer and some adaptation scheme. “CMN” is for cepstral
mean normalization. All the adaptation schemes are applied after the
CMN. “MLLR” is for maximum likelihood linear regression. “MLNNF ”,
“MLNNM ”, “MLNNM &V ”, are feature transformation, mean transformation, and mean and variance transformation MLNN, respectively. The rest
are the combination of feature transformation neural network using stereo
data and some adaptation scheme.

for mean and variance transformation. This result is quite competitive with a retrained recognizer (79.0%). However, note that
the retrained recognizer uses about 40 times more data. Using the
hypotheses of 78.7% accuracy, one mean transformation MLNN
is built for each speaker in unsupervised way. The unsupervised
speaker adaptation improves the performance (83.2%) beyond the
retrained recognizer.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the anomaly of traditional mean squared error criterion for the objective function of neural networks in speech recognition is analyzed. The conditional probability density function
of feature vector, given an HMM state, is more consistent with
HMM-based recognizer, and allows global optimization mechanism in synergetic use of neural network and HMM for robust
speech recognition. The feature transformation that uses stereo
data can learn complex inverse transformation function, while the
feature transformation MLNN may not in practice. The mean and
variance transformation MLNN learn the distortion function that
degrades clean speech statistics to distorted speech. It has been
found that the MSE network using stereo data and the model transformation MLNN is complementary, and the tandem use of the networks improves the performance further. The training can be done
in supervised way or unsupervised fashion by making use of recognized output for unknown speech. The proposed algorithm has
been applied to large vocabulary continuous speech recognition under adverse acoustical environments, which involves background
noise, reverberation, and difference in microphones. The model
transformation MLNN experiment done is this research uses only
one network to transform all mean vectors (or covariance matrices)
of a recognizer. This can be modified to be state-dependent, where
each state has its own MLNN to transform its parameters. The
states can be grouped using tree structure so that those states that
do not have enough training data can share an MLNN. The MLNN
is a good candidate for discriminative training, because alternative
hypotheses or confusing pairs can be provided from a speech rec-

ognizer. In this case, mutual information or maximum a posteriori probability criteria may be considered for the objective functions. Current unsupervised adaptation methods use the output of
a mismatched recognizer. When the adaptation algorithms run iteratively, the recognizer tends to make same mistakes repeatedly.
More intelligent techniques to exploit the multiple hypothesesfrom
possibly multiple recognizers need to be investigated. Incorporating boosting algorithm [3] can be one research direction.
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